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Key Facts Plaintiff Jeffrey Sedlik is a photographer who created an iconic portrait of musician 

Miles Davis, which he has licensed for various uses (the “Portrait”). Defendant 

Katherine Von Drachenberg, professionally known as Kat Von D, is a celebrity 

tattooist. In 2017, Kat Von D inked a tattoo on the arm of a friend, Blake Farmer, as a 

gift. Farmer chose the Portrait as the reference image for his tattoo. Kat Von D traced 

a printout of the Portrait to create a line drawing and stencil to transfer to Farmer’s 

arm, then completed the tattoo freehand. Kat Von D and the tattoo shop hosting her 

both posted a photograph of Kat Von D tattooing Farmer’s arm with the Portrait in the 

background, as well as a photograph of the finished tattoo. Kat Von D also posted a 

short video of herself inking the tattoo. Sedlik sued and moved for summary judgment 

on his claim of copyright infringement. Defendants moved for summary judgment, 

asserting fair use.  

Issue Whether use of a photograph as the reference image for a realistic tattoo is fair use.  

Holding Considering the first fair use factor, the purpose and character of the use, the court 

found triable issues as to the transformativeness and commercial nature of the work. 

The court rejected Kat Von D’s arguments that the tattoo was transformative because 

of Farmer’s personal connection to the image in the Portrait and by nature of it being 

permanently imprinted on Farmer’s body. The court concluded that a jury should 

determine whether the visual differences between the Portrait and the tattoo, such as 

additional shading and the elimination of the black background, are significant enough 

to render the tattoo transformative. The court also stated that a jury should decide 

whether Kat Von D’s use of the work was commercial, noting that she did not charge 

Farmer for the tattoo but could have derived an indirect economic benefit from 

promotion of the tattoo on social media. The court found that the second factor, the 

nature of the copyrighted work, favored fair use because although the Portrait is 

creative, it was published several decades ago and has been widely disseminated. The 

third factor, the amount and substantiality of the portion used, weighed against fair use 

because Kat Von D chose to copy certain expressive elements of the Portrait that were 

not necessary to achieve her stated purpose of expressing “a sentiment of 

melancholy.” On the fourth factor, the effect of the use upon the potential market for 

or value of the copyrighted work, while the court concluded the tattoo was not a 

substitute in the primary market for the Portrait, it found that Sedlik raised a triable 

issue as to whether a future market exists for licensing the Portrait for use in creating 

tattoos.  Because the court found triable issues concerning the statutory factors, it 

declined to address a non-statutory factor raised by defendants—“fundamental rights 

of bodily integrity and personal expression”—and concluded that fair use in this case 

should be decided by a jury. 
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Outcome Preliminary finding; Fair use not found 
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